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Background:
The presence of deteriorated road conditions like potholes, damage to roads, black ice on a road can
adversely impact components of the vehicle passing over such spots and create unpleasant driving
experience to the users in the vehicle.
Current systems utilize data from front axle data to adjust rear axle parameters on impact, tire data, crowd
reported information, accidents on third party assisted map devices, or detected pothole.
There have been methods to adapt ride based on sensing and analysis. However, they don’t have real
time data, visual overlay of information based on recorded sensing data, localized precisely with fusion of
lateral and longitudinal control inputs like contact friction, suspension loads, tire deformations, steering
angle, steering torque, yaw, pitch, roll and pose of a vehicle to accurately inform the adversity in road.
Method:
This method is introduced to precisely locate the anomaly, render, and overlay on in-car navigation. As
shown in figure 1, it utilizes multiple observers and V2X to suggest path planning, visual, audio cues for
vehicle on the same path. It is different from traditional path planning by utilizing multiple observers to
feed the localization and degree of the anomaly to recipient vehicles potentially following the same path
as observer in future time.
Single observation is sufficient to estimate the anomaly and predict, however, multiple observers increase
the confidence and accuracy of projective model. Once a higher fidelity model is reached, then it can be
utilized to communicate the vehicles with limited capability, predict the road anomaly, and estimate the
path of the vehicles entering the trajectory.
This method fuses the perception and vehicle dynamic parameters to identify the degree of the road
anomaly, then mapping the anomaly to precise localization, and generation of a 3D overlay of the
anomaly to subsequent infotainment systems particularly in car navigation.
The systemic view from 2D and 3D projections of the anomaly with distributed data processing and
centralized decision will be applied into generation of the anomaly model and localized drive behavior
adaptation at the vehicle motion controller as shown in figure 2.
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Figure 1 : Illustration of system overview

Figure 2 : Illustration of Observer Model

Advantages:
•
•
•
•
•

This method provides real time drive adaptation in human controlled vehicles as well as AVs.
The combination of perception, vehicle motion parameters and localization provide an accurate
model of the anomaly.
The 2D/3D visual overlay of the anomaly improves the enhanced information on current maps in
infotainment systems.
The estimated model with higher fidelity, aids the path planning of vehicles entering the trajectory,
assists drivers in terms of visual and audio cues.
Utilizing V2X this also assists vehicle with no such sensory capability.
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